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beyond Locre; beyond Dranoutre; beyond Bailleul, to the
Channel itself; every hedge corner had its turf fire with
Tommies crouching over it—deserters, I dare say: its tank-
depot; its aerodrome; its dead and distended mule.
I don't want you to think that I was unduly dispirited.
It is not the horrors of war but the atrocities of peace that
are impelling me to write this book in favour of pacifism.
I—and most of my comrades of the trenches—have had much
worse times since then than we had when a constant life
in the open air and hard muscular work kept us insensitized
fatalists. For myself I would far rather go through again the
whole war than repeat my experiences on my last voyage
from Gotham to Monte Carlo.
But, in moments of dispiritude—caused for the most part
by the unceasing demands, treacheries, frightfulnesses,
bloodsuckings of the civilian population that we had left
behind—I would begin to think if somewhere there was not
some sanctuary into which one could creep and forget. I
would think of the United States; but she was coming in.
Of Brazil, Peru, Japan, Monte Carlo. . . . They were all
in. Of the Enemy Nations. . . . Well no.
And then the idea of Switzerland would come to one.
And it was as if one staggered back. . . . Heaven knows
one wangled every possible soft job to get one out of the
lines and I didn't differ from anyone else. If I could have
been appointed O.C.—officer commanding—one of the
dilapidated London buses in which were housed the Army's
carrier pigeons, miles to the rear of the Line, I would have
accepted the job with enthusiasm. And should have shone
in the eyes of all my battalion as the perishing fine wangler
I should have been.
Yet when I had the chance of a perfectly honourable
position in Intelligence in Geneva I turned it down, even
without a thought. . . . There rose up before me the
perfectly banal streets, even as they are before me at this
present ... a sort of European Middle Western Main
Street filled with wooden faces , . . and foreigners running
on ignoble errands. And one would be just outside the
limits of civilization.

